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Designed for clinical and laboratory use
Elegant and comfortable
The Care line is a series of elegant and comfortable
stools and saddleback chairs, specially designed for
health care, laboratory and clinical use.

Easy to adjust
Equipped with gas operated springs with infinite
adjustment control.
Backrest-angle: 16° forward and 6° back.
Seat-angle: 12° forward and 1° back.
Height: foot released height adjustment ring.

Soft and colorful upholstery
All stools and chairs are upholstered with cold
foam and Ferrari Stamskin, a flexible and easyto-clean imitation leather with an antimicrobial
and stain resistant finish coating.

Pinto Saddle stool
Designed with a thick
layer of cold foam, a deep
seat indentation and large
thigh rests to give you
great and comfortable
support while seated.

Jolly Saddle stool
Designed with a V-cut
saddle-front and a cleaved
center line that minimizes
any annoying pressure.
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Ergonomic chairs

NordicCell

Pilates Air Seat
Designed with an air cushion the
Pilates air seat has the same effect
as the famous Pilates ball.
The air cushion in the seat
constantly forces the body to
“concentrate on sitting”, and
thereby strengthens your back and
lumbar muscles by keeping them
active while you work.
You will not get the locking feeling
of having sat in the same position
for too long.

Color of upholstery
All the stools and chairs are upholstered with Ferrari imitation leather
with an antimicrobial and stain resistant finish coating.
Manufactured to environmentally friendly standards ISO 14001 and
according to the Öko-Tex Standard 100, as well as complying with
current REACH requirements.
Choose between 8 different colors for the upholstery.
To indicate the color, add the colorcode after the reference number.
For example 79150 R .... to order a red Pinto saddle stool.
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Height

Height adjustment

Backrest

58-77 cm

Foot released

None

79151

Pinto Saddle chair

58-77 cm

Foot released

Upholstered backrest

79160

Jolly Saddle stool

58-77 cm

Foot released

None

79161

Jolly Saddle chair

58-77 cm

Foot released

Upholstered backrest

79170

Global Pilates Air Seat

52-71 cm

Hand released

None

Wheels/caster types
Choose between 4 different types of casters.
• Easy Rolling (standard)
• Friction Brakes make the wheels go slow preventing
the chair from “rolling away from you”
• Load Brakes: Brakes under load
• Unloaded Brakes: Brakes engage when you
get up from the chair.
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Ref

Product

Package

79190

Easy Rolling casters

1 set

79191

Friction Brake casters

1 set

79192

Load brake casters

1 set

79193

Unloaded Brake casters

1 set
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